
Commercial Information

RMK references
Crafted with natural essential oils
It does not contain alcohols
High concentration of essential oils 
and durability
Made in Spain



Technical Information

MIKADOS

Presentation: Glass container of 100ml capacity, with 8 
rattan sticks, cap and cork rings.

Properties: Mainly intended to perfume the rooms at 
home

Materiales: Glass

Reciclaje: Once the useful life is over, deposit the 
product in an ecoparc.



How to use

The diffusion system of the mikados, works by 
introducing the rattan rods into the glass 
bottle, allowing the absorption of the liquid 
through its pores and spreading a delicious 
perfume through the rooms of the home.

The rattan rods are composed of a vegetable 
fiber whose capillarity allows the diffusion of 
the aroma in a progressive and natural way 
without the need for alcohol or electricity 
consumption. Therefore it is not advisable to 
remove those that come with the mikado.

In addition, they function as a decorative 
element of elegant and exclusive design.



Usage 
recommendations

To perfume your home properly: 
remove the cap and insert the 8 
wooden sticks.

The first 4 days we will turn all the rods 
once a day, in order to absorb the oils.

After these 4 days, we will go around 
only once a week, or when we want to 
intensify the aroma.



General advise

 Additional tip 1: We recommend regulating the 
intensity of the home perfume by adding or 
removing wooden sticks from the mikado, 
taking into account that the more sticks, the 
more perfume this mikado.

 Additional tip 2: We recommend storing the 
cap of the mikado container and cover the 
diffuser in case of leaving a few days from 
home. Leave the wooden sticks soaked on a 
newspaper or magazine. During those days the 
wooden sticks will perfume your stay.

 Additional tip 3: We recommend not placing 
the aromatic diffuser in an air stream or where 
the sun falls directly on it.



Available aromas

RMK 
References

Aroma 100 ml bottle

236619 AFFAIR X
210660 AIRE LIMPIO X
261337 ALOE VERA X
133972 BRISA AZUL X
129546 CKO X
185111 COCO X
250920 FLOR DE LOTO X
190385 FRUTOS ROJOS X
246930 NARANJA CANELA X
105010 NARCISO X
182719 ORANGE X
104610 ORIENT X
164683 VAINILLA X
104910 VICTORIA X

* Our aromas are manufactured with natural essential oils. It does not contain alcohols
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